
specs

Healthcare

Troy, MI

63,000 sq/ft

3 floors

50 beds

solutions provided 

Space planning

Furniture

Finishes

Audiovisual

strategic partners

Harley Ellis Devereaux

The Christman Company

featured products

Think Seating by Steelcase

Connect vertical lift recliner by IOA

Fiore moveable petal ottomans  
by Arconas 

Puzzle pieces by Sixinch

Rally powered lounge seating  
by Wieland

Plyfold chairs by Wieland

Modular casework by Neocase

DMC Children’s Hospital
The Healing Power of Place

How do you turn a sterile clinical setting into a calming, optimistic healing environ-

ment for kids? DMC, along with architects from HED, developed some innovative 

plans. This giant Lego-looking building is a stroke of design genius inspired by what 

kids thought a hospital should look like: happy and definitely not scary.

NBS created interiors with cheerful colors and finishes, playful forms and 

comfortable furnishings. Children are drawn to seating in the shape of puzzle-

pieces and caterpillars. For parents who need a break, lounge seating includes 

integrated power outlets to keep cell phones and tablets charged. Café tables with 

views to the outside offer yet another change of posture for work, relaxation or as a 

place for casual consultation. 

Lean building principles provided NBS with an important context for furnishing 

clinical areas and staff workspaces. Traditional waiting rooms have given way to 

larger exam rooms that can accommodate family. Children are more relaxed. 

Service is more efficient. To balance comfort with convenience, these areas include 

specialized furniture, such as vertical lift recliners, in place of some traditional exam 

tables; mobile physician carts; and kid’s furnishings.

Creating spaces that support efficient workflow processes was critical for delivering 

effective patient care. Fixed walls and millwork were kept to a minimum to allow 

harder working spaces
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Fun, colorful, soft seating engage children 
and reflect DMC’s brand

Comfortable, height adjustable 
recliners double as exam tables

Past and current DMC patients helped 
design the Lego inspired exterior



workspaces to be reconfigured more easily. Sync Nursing Stations 

provide a centralized place to access technology or connect with 

colleagues. As Suzanne Chynoweth, DMC Project Engineer, describes 

it, “NBS has a true sense of what their customers are looking for, and 

are able to translate that into ideas and products that are both design 

savvy and functional.” 

In addition to the clinical spaces, NBS furnished a number of 

conference and break rooms. These are spaces that can host work 

sessions or conferences, but just as importantly, they’re places for 

staff to socialize or perhaps recharge for the important work they do.

Being in a hospital can be challenging, whether you’re a patient, 

family member or friend. So making this a place that can lift spirits 

was an important goal. 

To learn more about this amazing ambulatory center and their 

innovative approach to patient care, visit ChildrensDMC.org/troy
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Long corridor doubles as a casual gathering 
place with abundance of natural light

Outpatient rooms feature 
artwork from local students 

Touchdown nurse stations for 
clinicians to collaborate 

http://www.childrensDMC.org/troy
http://www.yourNBS.com

